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**Outline of survey**
Based on the chemical stability of nitroxide radicals under ambient conditions and their electrochemical reversibility, prototypes of fully organic batteries have successfully been fabricated using p-type and n-type radical redox polymers as electroactive materials for cathodes and anodes, respectively. The present research aims at developing radical polymers bearing stable redox sites with ultimate density designed for well-balanced SOMO energy levels and unpaired electron delocalization, based on the establishment of organic radical-related electrochemistry. The research also expects to accomplish rapid electron transfer process within polymer membranes, based on the elucidation of mass-transfer process accompanied by the redox reaction for minimization of electrical resistance. These basic aspects of research will be accumulated with a view to fabricate next-generation rechargeable batteries.

**Expected results**
The research is expected to provide new insights into the electro-organic chemistry featuring organic stable radicals, and novel methods of SOMO engineering to allow optimization of redox potentials and energy densities based on the control of SOMO levels and orbital interactions of radical polymers. The present approach is potentiality capable of producing high power-capacity batteries exceeding those of lithium-based batteries. The organic battery is advantageous in handling use over those conventional batteries, in terms of safety, flexibility and disposability.
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